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Successful Stock Investing is

Not Rocket Science
Introduction
Successful Stock Market Investing
There is a skill-set required for successful stock investing which must be mastered
before putting hard earned money into the market! Novice investors unfamiliar with
this skill-set are not going to be consistently profitable at stock trading. Achieving
consistent market returns without trade-desk expertise is very unlikely. Wading into
the market without this understanding is very unwise and not advisable. The key to
growing a successful account is learning to create profitable trades with consistency.
Learning to successfully invest in the stock market is a teachable skill. Acquiring the
trade-desk skills necessary to profitably trade the market is a remarkably rewarding and
achievable goal. Interestingly, these skills are not taught in business schools.
Most of the world believes there is a measure of good fortune or insider information in
effectively navigating the stock market but this is not accurate. Successful investing is
not a mystery or a game of chance and there is no big secret behind achieving
outstanding returns. There is however, a fundamental requirement for understanding
how the market actually works and how to take advantage of this insight. Trading is a
craft that can be learned, a methodical skill set that must be mastered. Profitable
investing is about managing risk. Running a successful trading account is a talent that
requires a clear perception of the market, a thorough awareness of how it operates,
and a clear perspective on how the market thinks. Without the proper skills, trading will
most likely be a frustrating experience. Novice investors with the desire to learn
successful equity investing can succeed, if they are willing to put forth the effort to
learn the nuances of the trading environment and to hone their skills. The bottom line
is that you CAN make this happen!
Buying a stock and waiting for the price to rise, then selling it for a gain is a straight
forward strategy easily understood by just about everyone. But grasping this simple
concept is a far cry from understanding how to actually navigate the vagaries of the
stock market and run a successful account. To the nonprofessional, buying stocks can
become an exasperating and less than profitable endeavor, but this can easily be
remedied through a trade-desk education. Applying a well developed skill set of rules
and realistic limits will allow individuals to make stock investing a rewarding venture.
The reality that most novice investors are not successful at stock trading, points to the
fact that they follow misinformation about how to invest and do not take the time to
learn a successful “trade-desk” approach from the correct source, professional traders.
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Stock brokers and financial planners are not professional traders! This statement needs
to be repeated to make sure you really hear the message! Stock brokers and financial
advisors are not professional traders! Stock brokers and financial advisors are not in the
business of managing a trade-desk for a living and for the most part they know little
more than the basic lexicon of a trade-desk professional.
What stock brokers and financial advisors do understand is how to invest your money in
mutual funds and annuities. The annual returns from these investment vehicles are of
course very minimal at best. They also know how to advise you to buy and hold stocks,
because this approach fits the business model of a brokerage firm. A stock broker’s
number one job and focus is to spend their time bringing new money (and new clients)
into the fold. Actively trading your account is far too time-consuming for an individual
broker and does not fit the brokerage house business model. Trade-desk acumen is not
a skill set actively promoted for brokers within a brokerage firm.
Jim Cramer has a great quote about his time working as a broker for Goldman Sachs.
“For the most part, working at Goldman Sachs meant being as creative as possible at
getting people’s assets handed over to your custody. Rarely did it matter how well you
did for clients. In fact, it was an abstraction left unmentioned. ... We were graded by our
asset gathering. What mattered was a constant stream of new clients, and everything
from payday to review time revolved around how much new business you were doing,
not what you were doing to keep your clients happy. Making wealth for clients was a
total afterthought, something you did on your own time. Perhaps one day the
brokerage business will be based more on performance than on attracting new clients.”
There is an urban legend that “Ivy League” schools teach their MBA finance majors a
sure-fire method of how to succeed as a broker on Wall Street. The method involves a
plan to quickly acquire a significant and well-heeled client base. First, you get the names
and addresses of a 1000 wealthy individuals and send them all a letter of introduction.
Included in 500 of the letters is a prediction that ABC stock is going to go up tomorrow.
Included in the remaining 500 letters is a prediction that ABC stock will be going down.
A few days later, you mail another letter to the 500 prospects that received the correct
prediction. You include another stock pick predicting XYZ stock going up in 250 of the
letters and down in the other 250. Can you see where this is going? After another five
rounds of letters and 50/50 stock predictions, you end up with about eight wealthy
patrons who have seen you successfully predict the market seven times in a row! They
now gleefully hand you all their money to manage… and tell all their friends about their
new brilliant broker. Guess what? This is not a legend… it occurs in real life.
One of the most important life skills an individual can master is how to manage your
own money. The financial industry model is designed to manage your money for you,
making fundamental financial decisions without your input. No one, especially a firm
managing thousand’s of clients, cares as much about your money as you do. Learning to
take charge of your own finances is imperative and germane to creating a future passive
income. Why professors do not teach these skills in college “MBA programs”, is mindboggling. MBA courses may touch on the subject, but rarely delve into the details of a
trade-desk education. The financial industry model traditionally promotes myths and
clichés about how difficult investing in the market can be and these are a great
hindrance to an individual learning successful stock trading.
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Professional traders, who run a trade-desk, and stock brokers who work for a brokerage
firm, work in entirely different spheres. Professional traders focus on managing their
trading accounts daily, they are masters of the trading screen environment. Stock
brokers focus on outside sales for the company, bringing in new money into the firm.
Since it is not their primary job, most financial advisors, stock brokers and novice
investors know very little about professional “trade-desk” equity management skills.
The trading acumen needed to run a successful trading account is a craft that can be
mastered, but for the most part, it is a skill-set which most college curriculums and
many brokers are not fully aware.
Let’s put into perspective what we are trying to accomplish learning to trade our own
money. A successful investment account is a self-run, on-line brokerage account that
consistently makes significant double-digit annual returns. Professional investors utilize
a simple trading approach and consistently earn stellar annual returns. The basic
concept is common sense simple … work for a return of 3%-4% per month. Since many
stocks can move that much in a few days, reaching our objective over a month is a
consistently achievable goal. 3%-4% per month multiplied by 12 months is a very
healthy annual return. So, this is our game plan objective… a 35%-50% compounded
annual return, utilizing a simple stock trading approach. Please note, we consider this
percentage return goal to be conservative. As you will see if you follow along with our
daily trading service, we usually over-achieve on our annual goal. Subscribers to our
OptionsWest Trading Service can follow daily, every buy, sell, and management move
we make in running our example stock trading account, known as the BlueSky Account.
(optionswest.com)

Exactly what approach to trading are we talking about here?
To be clear we are NOT talking about “day trading” or anything even close to it. Day
trading is for amped up pros that spend 80+ hours a week living and breathing the stock
trading world. It has a very high level of burn out and best of all is not required or
needed to make consistently impressive returns in the market. This book does not
teach or recommend hectic day trading for anyone. We are going to learn how to invest
in the market with a worry free approach. Trading should not and does not need to be
stressful or fearful at any level. Our goal is to actually make market investing fun, and it
will be enjoyable if you are running a consistently profitable account.
First let me say, learning to grow an account at significant double digit percentages
does not happen instantly, it is a journey. It takes time to absorb the right mental
approach to trading, so sit back and enjoy the ride, it will be well worth the effort.
Successful trading is an active discipline and will require one hour a day on average
managing an account and observing the market. This time investment of an hour per
day is important and lifts this daily activity to at least the level of a hobby or perhaps a
part time job. Once you are making consistent progress it will be a very satisfying
hobby. This time estimate is of course after your learning curve, which can be up to a
year or more. During your learning curve you may require more than twice that time to
feel comfortable with your skill set and approach. Experience is of course a great
teacher, as your skills will constantly improve at this discipline.
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To provide further perspective, let’s look at three different hypothetical investors who
each have $50,000 to invest.
The first investor is Mr. Smith, an amateur investor. He invests his $50,000 in a Mutual
Fund. The fund earns him an after fees return annually of 6.8% on his money. This
return sounds very respectable given the current financial environment. If he can earn
that same compounded percentage return each year for the next twenty years… he will
have $186,000 for retirement. The trick here is actually realizing a 6.8% gain every year
for twenty years … this might be a little unrealistic.
Our second investor is Mrs. Jones, a smart investor. She invests her $50,000 in a private
placement fund (Hedge Fund) with a professional money manager. Her annual returns
average closer to 15% per year compounded and at the end of twenty years she has
approximately $800,000 toward retirement. Well that sounds much better, but there is
a catch. Private hedge funds usually have minimum net worth requirements, usually in
the area of about 5-10 million. They have stringent SEC limits to only accept “qualified
investors” as clients, so to earn 15% returns through their managed account you need
to already be wealthy.
Our third investor is Mr. West, he spent the time and effort to gain a trade-desk
education and invests his $50,000 himself through his own on-line brokerage account.
He has learned how to invest successfully. He works on trading about an hour and a
half each day during the work week and earns a return of between 30%-50% annually.
If we just take the low end percentage of 30% and compound it for twenty years, Mr.
West will have an account valued at about $9,500,000. Mr. West earned 9.5 million by
managing his own money. It is a rhetorical question, but which investor would you like
to be? When my wife first heard this question posed, she answered instantly, Mrs.
West!
But, wait a minute! Who gets 30%-50% annual returns on their money? Professional
traders have been achieving these annual returns consistently, especially since Al Gore
invented the internet and inexpensive commission fees became the norm with on-line
brokers. Prior to the internet, to buy stock you had to call up your broker and ask him to
purchase say 100 shares of IBM. He would tell you that he would call you back in a few
hours and let you know at what price your order was filled. That sounds like a scary way
to buy stock, and he would also charge you $100 in commission. Today you can
purchase that same 100 shares of IBM yourself in about three seconds on-line with no
broker involved and it will cost you, at most, four dollars and ninety five cents ($4.95) in
commissions and with an active trading account will actually be free. Most on-line
broker stock trade transactions are now free of commissions. This has made a huge
difference in achieving 3%-4% returns per month on trades.
Now this is usually the point where 90% of potential successful investors put this book
down and walk away because they have been taught and conditioned by the financial
community that consistent returns at this level are impossible. Well, as my grandfather
liked to say, “that is horse-puckey”. There is a skilled group of traders on this planet
who think of themselves as professional investors who earn these outstanding returns
year in and year out. They steadily succeed at trading because they have mastered the
trade-desk skills required to achieve double-digit gains consistently. Their success is not
a get-rich-quick scheme by any means, but it is a sure, steady, and confident approach to
investing.
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The approach and strategy we are going to employ at our trade-desk is the basic idea of
buying into a stock and letting it move up and then selling it for a profit. We are not
going to employ any options or spread trade strategies; we are keeping it simple and
straightforward. We are also not going to be “buy and hold” investors, that is a naïve
and losing approach fostered by the retail investment community to gloss over the
short comings of their business model. We are going to actively manage our accounts
and take profits when appropriate.

Large Money Funds vs Individual Trading Approach
We are going to trade differently than the big money funds, because we are in a
different ball game. The large money funds buy such astronomically large amounts of
stock that they cannot buy and sell as nimbly as individuals can. The very act of buying
and selling the huge quantities of stock with which the large money funds deal moves
markets. Even if you are trading a three million dollar account, you are small change to
the billions traded daily by the mutual funds and hedge funds that move markets. Your
three million dollar account will not move the price of any mid or large cap stock. The
large funds also have many SEC restrictions placed on their trading that we do not need
to follow. If need be, we can sell everything and go to cash very quickly, while the big
money funds are mostly precluded from this step. We have many wonderful
advantages over these large money funds and hence we can and will outperform them.

Becoming a Successful Investor
As you begin your trek toward becoming a successful Investor, recognize that this is a
journey that will ultimately give you the knowledge and tools needed to become a
profitable trader. A “trader”, is an active profession. It is not a passive “hands-off”
pursuit. This does not mean it is a time consuming job, far from it, but achieving success
at this part-time talent of investing may take hard work up front to acquire the
necessary skills to make it easy and enjoyable. You will be learning everything from the
basics of investing to a proven methodical approach to market trading and risk
management. When you master these concepts, you will be comfortable and confident
in your knowledge and understanding of the market and ready to start practicing the
skill-set of building a successful trading account.
Learning to become a better investor and trader is an ongoing process. It is important
that you continue to keep yourself current and involved in the market. The more you
know and understand about trading, investing, and the market, the better decisions you
will make and the more successful you will become. It is not unlike following your
favorite football or baseball team, you know all the players and stats etc.
Before we begin let’s look at an overall picture of where we’re headed. Your core goal
in reading and studying this book is your mastery of the same stock trading approach
and strategy that we share with our OptionsWest Trading Service clients. Your objective
is to reach a level of proficiency with trading that affords you the confidence to
implement and manage a stock investment account. You will be emulating the
approach we take in our example trading account called the OptionsWest BlueSky
Account.
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Subscribing to the OptionsWest Trading Service and taking advantage of the
information presented in the “member’s area” of the website will go a long way toward
making this a successful and profitable adventure. You will learn that having a Trading
Service provide you with the market research required for investing is an invaluable
time saving resource. You will also learn the nuanced details of this approach, how to be
comfortable with the Wall Street stock trading environment, how to read stock charts,
how to apply technical analysis, and how to be adept at managing risk.
On a scale of one to ten, one being simple and easy, and ten being extremely difficult,
learning the skill-set to run a successful investment account is actually only about a two;
OK, maybe a three. Trade desk skills and rules are packed full of common sense and
simple logic. This logic is sometimes difficult to recognize in all the clutter and wind of
the stock market environment, but once the mist is cleared with a proper education, the
path is very evident. Even if numbers are not your forte, trading successfully is more
about patience and common sense then formulas and mathematics. It is helpful to
understand percentages, but this arithmetic is simple and will be fully explained as we
move through the trading vernacular.
A successful stock investing account will consist of relatively short term trades. We
never hold stocks through trend changes. A successful trade may be as short as five or
six days or as long as 8 months. Short-term is a relative time frame depending on your
investment matrix, but we do not buy and hold. Ideally, we stay in a stock until it
provides us a fair profit and then we look to repeat that process.
Learning to run and manage a successful account with proper trade-desk skills also
requires learning the software tools of a professional trader. There are many such
trading tools available from today’s on-line brokers. These software tools are usually
free and include technical analysis stock charts, stock watch lists, live streaming stock
pricing, a view of your stock holdings, and your account balances et.al. We use a
product from Schwab called “StreetSmart Edge”, but many other software trading
applications are excellent and offer more “bells and whistles” than you will ever require.
The first step is to learn your particular application well, so that you can be about the
business of investing (buying and selling stock) unencumbered by the technology.
Just to recap again …
Mr. Smith (Amateur Investor)
Mrs. Jones (Smart Investor)
Mr. West (Educated trade-desk Investor)

$186,000
$800,000
$9,500,000

So, Let us begin …
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Section 1

The Wall Street Environment
Bear with me for a few pages as we touch on some very basic concepts. We are going
to get into the nuts and bolts of trading approaches and rules and techniques quickly,
but we must first lay the groundwork for those who are truly novice. It will be helpful
to all to cover several fundamental ideas that are foundational to trading expertise.

Building a Passive Income is your Goal
Educational institutions today rarely teach anything about investing or about setting
goals to achieve a passive income (defined as not needing to work for a living). Schools
do not put the focus on learning how to invest or teach the principles behind putting
money to work in the equity markets. Most of us today are far too busy making a living
to do much more than dream about investing successfully. The fact that establishing a
passive income is a very achievable goal is simply not understood or taught in our
universities. For some reason educational institutions do not think it is important
enough to add to their curriculum or as I suspect, they know very little about it.
The truth is, that building a passive income is a very attainable goal. But, in order to
accomplish this goal, we must learn to put our money to work and make it work
consistently. Fortunately, investing successfully is not as difficult as people think. It is a
craft that can be learned. All it takes is the desire to focus on finances and the
willingness to make investing a skill you own.

The 19th Century British Model
We can learn a lot from the British who were once the greatest economic power on the
planet. If you have ever watched a movie set in nineteenth century England, you will
notice how they always talk about a person in reference to the level of annual interest
they received from their assets. “He has 10,000 pounds,” or “she has 6,000 pounds.” The
British gentry followed a strict rule of only spending the interest earned from their
investments. So if you had 10,000 pounds that was the annual interest you received
from investing your principal. You would never ever consider spending the principal.
Well, today in the U.S. we have a culture that, for the most part, does not hold near and
dear to the concept of only spending our interest. We spend our principal, usually all of
it! Then we borrow more money (go into debt) and spend that as well! Debt is the
opposite of investing and should be generally avoided. When you take on debt, an
“Investor” is funding that debt. In order to achieve the financial freedom a passive
income can generate, our mentality on the subject of debt and interest income must
emulate the British model.
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Building a Passive Income Engine
A “Passive Income” is defined as: Receiving income on a regular basis, with little or no
labor or personal time investment required to maintain that income stream. Building a
passive income engine should be an investor’s primary financial goal. The first and most
basic concept of achieving financial independence is to have your money earning you
money. Building a substantial savings account that can produce a significant passive
income is what investing is all about. Hence, learning investing skills should be a high
priority for those wishing to build a passive income nest egg. Making your money “work
for you” is a wealthy and intelligent perspective to take.

Passive Income Specifics
.

Learning how to build a significant seven figure equity account is a good step toward
creating your future passive income. A passive income that flows from an interest
bearing account or government bond, where our money does all the work and earns us
an annual interest income, is our basic plan for our future income stream. We do not
need to labor for this income, our money works for us, hence a passive income. The
bigger the principle amount, the larger will be our passive income. The amount of
funds (our principle) in our equity account determines the size of our interest income.
From the hypothetical example above, Mr. Smith could invest his earned $186,000 in a
simple municipal bond and earn 3.6% or $6,700 a year in interest income. Mrs. Jones
could invest her earned $800,000 in a simple municipal bond and earn 3.6% or $28,800
a year in interest income. Mr. West could invest his earned $9,500,000 in a simple
municipal bond and earn 3.6% or $342,000 a year in interest income. So, building a
sizeable principle is most desirable.

The Magic of Compounding
To produce a passive income we must focus on investing and the “magic of
compounding”. Ah!, the “Magic of Compounding.” The concept of compounding your
money cannot be overemphasized here. There is a famous quote reputed to be from
Albert Einstein that reads, “Compound interest is one of the most powerful and important
phenomenon in the universe.” Einstein’s genius was obviously not limited to the scope of
theoretical physics, he recognized that the magic of compounding is an invaluable
investment tool.
Some of you may be familiar with the magic of compounding, but in order to truly grasp
the approach used by successful investors, it is important to review this magic.
Mastering this concept is one of the building blocks needed to achieve financial
freedom. The idea itself is actually very simple, but to really take advantage of its
power, you must learn how to embrace the idea and apply the concept fully.
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The best way to demonstrate this age-old axiom and to convey the force behind the
“magic of compounding,” is to share a puzzle-story that has been told for generations.
For our story, we are going to pretend that I am a rich man, and that I wish to employ
you to work for me for a period of one month. I also promise to compensate you
generously for your month’s work and, in turn, give you two choices as to how you wish
to be paid. Your first option is that you are paid the entire month's salary up front on
the first day of your employment. Your salary for the month will be one million dollars.
The other option is that you are paid a penny on the first day, two cents for the second
day’s work, four cents for the third day’s labor and so on… doubling your wages daily
for the rest of the month. The only catch with this choice is that you will not be paid at
all until the last day of the month. Well, what is your choice? A million bucks today or
start work tomorrow, put in eight full hours and earn a penny. Of course you will earn
two pennies the next day, four cents the day after, and then a whopping eight cents for
the fourth day of hard labor. So, which payment plan would you like?
Now let us see how much those fools who picked the “penny-a-day double up plan”
are going to have at the end of the month. Remember, on the one hand, a $1,000,000
dollars, on the other hand …
Day
1
2
2
4
5
6
7
8

Earnings Amount
$.01
$.02
$.04
$.08
$.16
$.32
$.64
$1.28

Day
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Earnings Amount
$2.56
$5.12

Well, it’s day eight, you have earned a
whopping $2.55 total and you only have a
month to earn your money.
Maybe you were better off taking the
million dollars.
Let’s see what happens…

It is now day 20 and … you are earning
better than a cool five grand ($5000) a day.

$10.24
$20.48
$40.96
$81.82
$163.84
$327.68
$655.36
$1,310.72
$2,621.44
$5,242.88

Not too bad!
But the million bucks is still
looking pretty good right now.

Let's continue …
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Day

WHOA ! …
On day 28 you earned over a million big
ones!

Earnings Amount

21

$ 10,485.76

22

$ 20,971.52

23

$ 41,943.04

24

$ 83,886.08

25

$ 167,772.16

26

$ 335,544.32

27

$ 671,088.64

28

$ 1,342,177.28

29

$ 2,684,354.56

30

$ 5,368,709.12

31

$ 10,737,418.24

On day 30 you were paid over 5 million
for eight hours of work!
At 31 days you are earning over 10 million
a day!
Yowza! If you add up the money you have
earned under this compounding penny
plan it totals over 21 million
$ 21,474,835.37

This is the “Magic of Compounding.” Big Time! Did you take the measly million bucks
and run?... or did you choose wisely and reap the benefits of compounding. Most
reasonable and intelligent folks, given a choice like this, take the million dollars on day
one, because most people tend to think arithmetically, not exponentially.
The point to this little game is that when you invest your money and it grows a tiny bit,
you can now invest your original amount, and that tiny bit. Soon your little profit is
making you a profit on your profit, and on and on it goes. When you make your money
compound, you can create wealth sooner, rather than later!

Time and Percentage Factor
When talking about investing and compounding money, there are obviously two factors
that relate to growing an account to passive income levels. The first factor is time. If
you are young and have many years to work toward your passive income goals, time can
be an invaluable help in reaching your objective. If you have 40 years to grow an
account, you are in the driver’s seat and even a 12% annual return will work wonders
with $50,000. Calculating a 12% annual return, your principle amount would compound
to 4.6 million in those 40 years.
Of course, we usually don’t get any “financial smarts” until later on in our careers, so we
may not wish to wait forty years to build a passive income stream; and of course the
younger generation can’t dream of waiting that long. This is where the second factor,
high percentage returns, comes into play. How about earning 30% a year on your money
for twenty years? Growing $50,000 into $9.5 Million in those 20 years worked well for
Mr. West. This is why trade-desk skills are imperative, because they give us the
opportunity to participate in significant double-digit returns.
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So, can you tell me again how these returns are possible?
One of the talents in learning trade-desk skills is to learn to manage risk with your
investing. Making small percentage returns and doing it many times over is an approach
that mitigates risk. To over-simplify, if you can place one trade per month and make a
3%-4% gain on that trade and then repeat that each of the 12 months in a year… your
annual return will be in the 40%-50% range. Remember this account is compounding
its returns, meaning you cannot take funds out during the year. An account that earns
only 3% per month and compounds those gains will end up with a 50% annual return.
The physics of the stock market allow for consistent 3%-4% per month gains, but not
much more. Knowing this 3% number is a factor in our trading and is an important risk
management tool you now “own”.

The Super Magic of “Stealth” Compounding
There is also a “Stealth Factor” to the magic of compounding, which is a tremendous
investor’s tool. If we earn a 50% annual return on $50,000 dollars…we can pocket a
$25,000 profit… giving us an account worth $75,000. But, if we can compound that
same return monthly … (take 50% divided by 12 months)… which equals a 4.166%
monthly return. This account is getting “stealth” compounding by compounding
monthly… giving us a $31,605 profit … leaving us with an account worth $ 81,605 …
$6,605 dollars more and 13.2% higher than annual compounding. This is of course what
credit card companies do to us ... they charge interest monthly rather than annually.
Our “stealth compounded” account has earned a 63.2% annual return, just by
compounding monthly! How can we trade for monthly compounding? Ah, but stick
with me… we’re getting a bit ahead of ourselves.

The Wall Street Investing Environment
The Wall Street investing environment is not an atmosphere that lends itself to simple
and logical explanations. The investment business community talks of the fundamentals
of a company and the P/E ratio and other important sounding numbers.
These
numbers, which we will explain shortly, are important to the soundness of a firm’s
financial stability and are somewhat reassuring, but they have relatively little to do with
why you as an individual should buy a stock.
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In fact, although these numbers may have significance to the big investing firms, they
are not really important or germane to the success of our individual investment
account. Again, the numbers are important, but they are not what individual investors
should be looking at or focusing on when choosing a stock to buy or more precisely
selecting an entry point for adding a position to their portfolio.
“Portfolio” is really not the correct term, as your account will be making relatively short
term trades. These trades may last a week, a month, or many months… it all depends
on what the chart and over-all market is telling us. We would love to buy AAPL at $100
and hold it for four years and then sell it at $700… but this is not realistic in an actual
real-world trading environment, as our crystal ball for divining the future for Apple’s
stock is a very unreliable tool. It is more likely that we will buy and sell AAPL many times
over this period, making small gains as we do so, that add up to large profits. The action
of selling stocks more often than we are comfortable; is a trade-desk skill that allows us
to fully and successfully manage risk. Without a crystal ball we must execute multiple
management moves.

Why Does a Stock Go Up in Price?
There is one reason only … Buying by the “Big Money” Mutual Funds
Hedge Funds, Banks, and Insurance companies
A particular stock may have sound fundamentals, terrific growth potential, the company
may be making billions of dollars in profit, but if the large “Big Money” investment
houses are not accumulating this stock, the stock price will NOT rise; and you will not
make any money! Stocks prices rises when the supply at a particular price dries up. The
large funds buy such massive quantities of shares that they cannot find enough
available at a single price point. In order for them to own more shares they must pay
higher and higher prices where they find additional supply available. Hence, the price of
the stock goes up when the “Big Money” is accumulating a position in the equity. We
want to be in on this price rise, we want to be buying stocks that the big funds are
amassing and ride it until they decide to leave. Then we must leave as well, or we will
ride it back down again. Stocks go in and out of favor with the big funds for various
reasons. We really do not care what reasons they might have for buying or ditching a
stock, we just need to learn to follow their lead. Our little buying and selling, even
thousands of shares, will not usually move a stock’s price, especially since we are buying
and selling large cap, very liquid equities. The big funds buy into well known large cap
companies, hence we follow suit.






Stock prices rise as “Big Funds ” accumulate shares
The supply of shares for sale at lower prices disappears as they buy up shares
They must pay higher prices to buy more shares
And hence the price of the stock rises
Our buying and selling cannot move the price
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Why Does a Stock Go Down in Price?
There is one reason only … Selling by the “Big Money” Mutual Funds
Hedge Funds, Banks, and Insurance companies
These large funds have various reasons for selling shares of stock. Some of the reasons
are logical and based on the stocks fundamentals, but many times they sell for reasons
that have little to do with obvious logic. They might sell because they
are interested in buying another stock and need to raise cash.
To accomplish this, they must sell something, and when they sell,
their large quantities drive the price of the stock down. They must
sell at lower and lower prices to find buyers willing to purchase
enough to cover the amount of shares they are dumping. Large funds
also sell shares when the news of the day creates a negative sentiment
in the economic outlook, or when they have made a pre-determined percentage gain,
or when they believe the stock is doing so well it cannot possibly continue at this pace.
 Stock prices decline as “Big Funds ” sell shares
 The supply of buyers at higher prices disappears as they sell shares
 They must sell at lower and lower prices to dump all their holdings
 And hence the price of the stock declines

The Over-All Market Goes Up and Down
The stock market as a whole has up days and down days, up weeks and
down weeks … these are usually driven by economic and political
events reported positively or negatively by the news media.
The news media today has a very out-sized affect on the stock market and can cause it
to move up or down by reporting positive or negative stories, and/or spinning stories
with a positive or negative twist. The market will over-react to this news reporting as a
matter of course as it attempts to divine the big picture sentiment of world markets.
Ninety-nine percent (99%) of the time, if the over-all market is having a significant
“down day”, all stocks will be affected by this pull downward. The over-all market has
more power than any individual stock and it will pull-down even stocks that the big
investment funds are holding and buying as current beloved favorite equities.
If the market is having a substantial “up day”, it will lift all boats and even marginal
stocks will rise. This is also a good time to notice stocks that are being bought heavily,
these are stocks that the big funds are accumulating.
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The Over-All Stock Market Sentiment Governs All Individual
Stocks
The power of the over-all sentiment of the market on a daily and weekly
and monthly basis dwarfs any and all good stocks. Stocks rarely buck
the over-arching market trend.
The trend of the market, either up, down or sideways rules the movement of all stocks.
So, recognizing this trend is very important. If the market is very negative, you are not
going to make money by buying a stock and watching it rise. Better to wait for the
market sentiment to change (which it does regularly), or learn how to buy very small
quantities to build a good cost basis as the stock pulls back. You might also invest in a
short ETF (Exchange Traded Fund) like the SQQQ and make money as the market goes
down.

We Follow Market Sentiment with News and Charts
Combining chart information and financial / geo-political news reports
is a key to recognizing short term market direction.
The short term direction of the market can be seen in stock and index charts.
Combined with news reports, chart analysis can give us a good feel for where the overall market is trending and specifically where a stock is headed. This is obviously very
helpful for making a short term percentage return.

Charts show us how, where and when the large funds are accumulating a stock position.
This MasterCard (MA) chart is impressive and the stock is clearly under accumulation by
the big money funds. Learning to “read” a chart is an ability you must acquire. (It is
actually a simple skill to master.)
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Mutual Fund and Hedge Fund Buying
These “Big Money” funds cause all significant movement in stock prices.
 Wall Street buys and sells millions of shares
 Our buying and selling does not move the market or price of a stock
 Mutual Funds and Hedge Funds actively trade the market
One hundred percent (100%) of all price movement in stocks is caused by the “Big Money”, the
large money funds. The sheer act of buying and selling at the levels of cash they wield moves
markets. Institutional fund managers are under incredible pressure to both outperform the
markets and each other; if they fall behind they can lose their jobs. These funds also wield
incredible power, both fiscally and through the press. Fund analysts will “report” important
sounding negative fiscal information to get the financial news media to predict doom and
gloom in an attempt to push markets down, allowing them to buy-in when stocks pull back. As
long as we are aware of their power and influence, we can follow them to our advantage.
Fund managers cannot sit in cash for long, they must invest in something, hence a lot of
buying and selling takes place.

Buying and Selling Catalysts
The fact that a stock is being bought or being sold is more important
then why this is happening.
Amateur investors are always trying to figure out why the stock they own is going up or
down. The “why”, might have a legitimate reason, but it really does not matter. If your
stock is going down for a real reason or for no reason at all, you do not want to ride it
down… get out! If your stock is going up and you can’t figure out what has caused this
rise, just enjoy the move and secure your profits.

Who Moves the Market – The Institutional Money Funds!

So Follow the Money!
 Be aware of the power of these large money funds and use them to
your advantage. The stock you invest in can only go up if the large
funds are interested in accumulating more shares at higher prices. A
company may be running a great business model and making
mountains of profits, but if the large funds are not paying attention,
the stock will not rise.

So, How do we follow the Money?

Keep Reading…
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We are interested in stocks that are “Working” right now!
We only make money on stocks where the price is going up right now!
These are stocks that are being accumulated by the large investment funds. We call
them stocks that are “Working”. You may like a particular company, but unless the
stock is “working”, it is a waste of time to buy the equity right now. Better to buy it
when it is “working”. Learning to recognize a stock that is “working” is an important skill
to master. Even really well known large cap stocks have times when they are not
working as trading vehicles. Apple for instance, was a favorite of the big money funds
for many years, but there came a time when everyone on the planet already had a cell
phone… Apple could not keep growing at its former staggering pace and the mutual
funds all dumped the stock. APPL was now officially out of favor and NOT working!

Sectors or Industry Groups
Wall Street divides industries into specific investment sectors
 Examples are: Finance, Defense, Telecom, Healthcare, Tech, Airlines, etc.
 Examples of Stocks in the Defense Sector: Lockheed, Northrop, Raytheon
Wall Street categorizes all stock into sectors. Northrop (NOC) is a defense stock and is
thought of as in the “Defense Sector”. FaceBook (FB) is in the Internet Sector. Nike
(NKE) is in the Clothing Manufacturing Sector. Wall Street moves its investment funds
in and out of sectors as they go in and out of favor. If there are multiple wars going on
around the world the defense sector might be favored and all the stocks in the defense
sector will see a substantial up-tick in buying activity and defense stocks will climb in
price. If a peace treaty is signed, the defense sector may go out of favor and significant
selling ensues. A specific defense company may still be making a strong profit and
growing their business, but if the sector is out of favor, the stock price will stall and fall.
Most of the time, all stocks in a particular sector will trade as a group. If the defense
sector is working, it is not always important which defense stock you buy, just select a
popular one (Pick the “Best of Breed”) and make money while the sector is “hot”.

Sectors Go In and Out of Favor
Industry sectors, like sports teams, go hot and cold
 When a team (Sector) is hot … the players (stocks)
are rewarded (bought)
 When a team (Sector) is cold … the players (stocks)
are sold off
 A stock can be hot or cold regardless of the fundamentals
… great companies that are making huge profits regularly
go out of favor.
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The Big Money moves on to greener pastures
The multi-billion dollar funds that trade the market love to follow each other and they
are always looking to see what their counterparts in the other large funds are doing
with their investing dollars. Hence, they all move their money to what the inner-circle
currently believes is “working” and end up trading the same sectors, if not the same
stocks. When tech is “working”, money flocks to the tech sector, and a “rising tide lifts
all boats”, or stocks. The funds will ride these sectors until they believe the move is
inflated and then they will move on to something new. Now of course large funds
always have either an economic or trading reason for moving on, but these reasons are
many times just in their own imagination. It really does not matter why funds move on,
it’s more important to realize that they have moved on. When the big funds stop
accumulating shares of stock in a particular sector, the “run is done” and it is time to
take profits and move on to greener pastures.

The institutional funds are in early and out early. They never buy and hold
forever; they sell and buy into another sector.
 Mutual Funds and Hedge Funds trade stock “Sectors”
 When a Sector plays out they move on to
another Sector that they deem currently “Hot”

The “Big Money” likes to move on to greener pastures when they are through with a
stock or sector. Value buyers, buy early and leave early. Momentum buyers buy on the
first sign of a move and are out with a short term return. When all these professional
buyers are out of a stock, there is no real buying power left to keep the stock rising.
Recognizing that these buyers are moving on is a good skill to master.

Big Money Funds look for the next “hot” sector …
Institutional Money looks for the best stocks in what it considers a
“HOT” sector… an industry that is working right now!
The “Big Money” has a number of different reasons for beginning to accumulate stocks
in a specific sector. They are looking for what they consider under-valued stocks. Their
plan is to buy into stocks that are under-valued and do this with a number of purchases,
averaging their cost basis in the position. They will then wait for the stock to rise in
price and become, in their view, over-valued… at which time they will begin selling for
for a gain. They are looking for stocks in a “soon to be hot sector”, with good
fundamental numbers, good news, good analyst reports, no major short interest, and a
good story or catalyst for growth.
 Big Money looks for undervalued stocks!
 Big Money wants stocks that have good numbers and good news
 Big Money wants stocks that have room to run … good charts
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Wall Street works to find a stock’s Value
The large Funds are focused on the “fundamentals” of a company
The institutional buyers have historically placed their stock purchasing decisions on the
fundamental numbers of a company. These numbers are the accounting balance sheet
and income statement figures that show profit and loss and the debt levels of the firm.
The buyers at these investment firms want to invest in stocks that have a business
model that is working and growing the company. Growth is the key ingredient they are
looking for in a sector or stock. Wall Street analysts are still basically focused on these
numbers, although a more technical approach to evaluating market trends has emerged
in the last twenty five years called Technical Analysis. This is a more chart based
approach to analyzing stocks.
Wall Street examines the financial numbers or fundamentals, like…
Company Earnings, Growth rate, Dividends, Revenue Growth, Margins, et.al.

Fundamental Analysis
Fundamental Analysis is an approach to stock
valuation that includes researching the numbers.





Income / Earnings / Growth
Balance Sheet - Debt
Company Management
PE Ratio and the PEG

Wall Street and the Value of a Stock
The entire Wall Street machine … works to
determine whether a stock is under or over-valued.
There is an entire industry that has evolved on Wall Street whose sole purpose is to
evaluate and predict the future earnings power and growth of publicly traded
companies. Analysts work to establish whether a stock is under-valued or over-valued.
These “analysts” work to determine the future price of a stock based on what they think
will be the profitability and success of the company in the future. They are basically
taking an educated guess as to what the future holds in store for the stock of a specific
firm. Since many outside economic and geopolitical factors affect the stock market,
these predictions of company profits and stock movement are really, when it comes
right down to it, only hopeful estimates. Relying on an analyst’s predictions, is not a
science, it is more of an optimistic conjecture.
This does not seem like a very financially sound approach to investing, but the Wall
Street environment has built up a strong history of marketing this “numbers based
prediction” approach to the world and it has become part of the investing culture.
 The Wall Street investing culture is built around “guessing value”
 Is a stock under-valued or over- valued?
 Is this stock going up or down?
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What Does the Stock Price Really Mean?
Stock Prices do NOT give us the true value of a stock.
The invention of the corporate entity about 400+ years ago during the British Empire,
created a business model that allows for the raising of large amounts of capital and also
for great latitude in the pricing and creation of publicly marketed shares. The corporate
structure allows corporate boards to change the price of their stock at any time and on
any whim. Boards can manipulate this price through the use of stock splits, stock buy
backs, and new stock offerings. Because of this freedom, the price that a particular
stock is currently “selling at” is not a valid number to judge the value of a company
relative to the stock’s actual worth in the market.
 Stock prices are not REAL
 The stock price tells us nothing about the investment potential or value of the
company
 Companies create and manipulate the price of their stock

The Myth of Stock Prices
FaceBook, trading @ $200 per share is cheaper than...
AT&T, trading @ $40 per share
Again, stock prices per se are not a barometer for measuring a firm’s value in the market
and many times a stock that sells for $40 dollars per share is much more expensive than
a stock selling for $200 per share. The value must be calculated using something other
than the stock price.
 The stock price is basically a meaningless number and does not relate to the
stock’s true value
 Learn to recognize expensive vs. cheap stocks
 Corporations set the price of their stock

A Stock’s Price is an “Arbitrary Number”
XYZ Bank Example
After the financial meltdown of 2008-2009, XYZ Bank (Not its real name) was still
reeling from the mountain of bad mortgage loan debt it carried and the stock which
usually traded in the $50-$60 dollar range was now trading down around $3.00 per
share. This was a mighty blow to such a proud and prestigious company. In fact, it was
so embarrassing to this global financial giant that the board decided to implement a
rare 1/10 reverse stock split. The value of each share instantly became worth 10 times
what it had been just the day before, but now shareholders owned 1/10th their previous
shares.
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Shareholders stock was still worth the same amount of money, although the stock now
traded for $30 per share. Investors still owned the same dollar value of equity, but the
stock appeared more expensive in the public’s eye. Your 10 shares of stock was now
magically reduced to 1 share with a price 10 times higher… in effect nothing changed
except the perception that the company was more viable. Stock prices are arbitrarily
set by the underlying company. Using the stock price to compare companies is more
confusing than the proverbial apples to oranges comparison, it is meaningless.
SKILLED INVESTORS KNOW THE PRICE OF A STOCK TELLS US NEXT NOTHING ABOUT
THE STOCK’S VALUE IN THE MARKET!
 XYZ Bank was a stock that sold for around $50.00 per share prior to 2008
 The 2008 Mortgage Financial Meltdown brought its shares down to $3.00
 In 2011 XYZ Bank could no longer take it and initiated a rare reverse 1/10 split…
changing its stock overnight to $30.00 per share

Expensive Mistake
What if you were car shopping at the local auto lot and you were
looking at two vehicles…
Looking at the $49,000 sticker price on the 2020 Mustang GT the price makes sense. If
the price sticker on the used 1954 Clunker also said $49,000, you might think something
is amiss, perhaps a mistake had been made. With regard to automobiles most buyers
have a general idea of what the value should be, and they would recognize a mismarked
vehicle. With stocks this is not as clear to the general investor. They assume a stock
selling for $50.00 per share is probably valued at $50.00 per share. This is not the case
at all and can be the reason a novice loses money on a trade.

2020 Ford Mustang GT - $49,000

Used 1954 Ford Clunker - $49,000

Buying the Ford Clunker
What would you think of someone who went ahead and bought the Ford Clunker for $49,000?
You might think them foolish and you would be correct. Why do amateurs buy stocks that are
far too expensive? Amateurs buy stocks that are too expensive because they do not know
how to accurately value a stock.
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So how does Wall Street value a stock?
It starts with the “Multiple” or P/E Ratio (Price/Earnings) Ratio
The formula for stock valuation is 25% math, 25% science, 25% experience, and 25%
art. The first step is to get an apples-to-apples view by learning to understand the
“Multiple” of a stock, also known as the “P/E Ratio.” The Price/Earnings ratio (the price
of the stock divided by the current earnings per share) is a number that Wall Street
relies upon for assigning value to a stock. If you use the word “Multiple”, you will sound
like a professional trader, as the pros call it a “multiple”, amateurs use the phrase “P/E
ratio”. The “Multiple” is the basic Wall Street approach to assigning value to stock, so
let’s take a look at what this involves.
The “P/E ratio or “multiple” (again, they are the same thing) is widely used as a
measurement of value for all stocks, although it really only works with firms within the
same industry, like Pepsi vs Coke. Trying to evaluate two companies in different
industries (sectors) simply make no sense when comparing multiples. The P/E ratio
(although widely used) is not really that helpful and prone to miss use. Using the P/E
ratio (Multiple) as a measurement of value has been sold by the financial community as
a valid tool, but in truth it is an imprecise means for evaluating a stock’s value.





The P/E Ratio is known as the “Multiple”
It is a very vague measurement
It includes a great deal of guesswork
It is 25% Math, 25% Science, 25% Experience and 25% Art

Multiple formula is simple … P/E
The “Multiple” = Price of the stock divided by the earnings per share.
To find the “Multiple” you take the current price of the stock and divide it by the current
reported “earnings per share” (EPS) figure. This EPS number can be found on the
internet on various financial informational sites, like Google Finance or Bloomberg. This
gives you a number that you will always round off to the nearest whole number (It is
such an imprecise number, rounding does not affect the representation). This
“Multiple” number gives us a very basic way of comparing two different stocks in the
same sector. If two stocks within the same industry both have multiples of 16, as an
example, they are possibly equivalent in value. But there are so many other factors that
relate to a stock’s value, this is only a first step, and a vague one. Stocks with low
historic multiples, perhaps 5 or 6, may be either inexpensive great buys or run so poorly
they may be in trouble financially. Stocks with very high multiples, like 65 or 75, may be
stellar new rocket growth firms or over-extended candidates for “boring stock of the
year” and not worth trading. In practice, you will not rely much on a firms “multiple” for
choosing stocks to trade. The Mutual Funds may reply on this figure, but it will not be a
significant factor in our decision making.
 Price = Stock’s Current Price
 Earnings = Profit per Share last Qtr
 Comparisons of P/E ratio’s are only valid within the same industry
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Price To Earnings Ratio P/E = M
Here is a sample “Multiple” calculation using Google stock when
it was trading for around $350.00 per share.


Company’s current share price (P) = Multiple (M)
Earnings per share (E)

Google (GOOGL) Example:
• Price per share (P):

$354.43
=

• Earnings per share (E):
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$15.89

A “multiple” of 22 is considered a solid P/E ratio. The average P/E for the S&P 500 (An
Index of 500 relevant stocks) has ranged from 13 to 15 historically. Generally a
high “multiple” means that investors are anticipating higher growth in the future.

Evaluating A Stock’s Price: “The Multiple”
The “Multiple” calculates how much you are paying for each $1 of the
company’s earnings
It tells us how cheap or expensive a stock is … sort of! …it is a guess.
A higher multiple shows that investors are willing to pay a higher share price today
because of growth expectations in the future. Stock prices regularly reflect a value for
the company many times higher than what the company actually earns in income. The
average multiple for the entire market is 20-25 times earnings. An old rule of thumb
was to never invest in a company that had a multiple under 25. This would have kept
you out of Apple, Google, Face Book, and Netflix during their early growth years.
The “multiple” formula can substitute estimated future earnings in the formula to
attempt to predict future stock prices. This is what Wall Street analysts spend their time
computing. Companies that are losing money do not have a multiple.
In Google’s case above, you are paying 22 times more for the stock than the company
earns per share. This should start you questioning and pondering Wall Street’s stock
valuation metric.
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What Does Finding The Multiple Tell Us?
It gives us a very general idea of how Wall Street values the company
In the example below, Google has a multiple of 22 and Yahoo a multiple of 16. They are
both in the same industry, so comparing multiples is a valid comparison. Google is seen
as growing at a faster clip than Yahoo. Investors are willing to pay up for Google stock
relative to its earnings, more than they are willing to with Yahoo.





A high P/E = expectation of higher future earnings growth
Lower P/E = expectation of lower future earnings growth
A multiple of 25 is seen as more valuable than a multiple of 15
The multiple is only a valid comparison within the same sector

Price Over Earnings = the “Multiple”

P/E = M

With the EPS (earnings per share) we can now find the
relative value of the stock:
 Price KO stock ($41.27) ÷ EPS ($2.49) = Multiple (16)
 Price PEP stock ($48.73) ÷ EPS (3.21) = Multiple (15)

PEP looks more expensive than KO, but it is just the opposite
The price of the stock says Pepsi is more expensive, but looking at the multiple we find
that coke is slightly more expensive.

The Multiple = how much investors are currently paying for every $1 of
earnings
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Measuring the future with M x E = P
M = P/E can also be M x E = P ( Simple Algebra )
Wall Street analysts love to use this formula. They utilize a
little algebra and exploit a formula that they believe can
predict the future price of a stock. As long as you can guess
a valid future growth rate and guess a valid future earnings
per share you can predict the future. It is too bad there is so
much guessing going on.
 The Multiple times the Earnings = The price
 Estimating the future price of a stock is educated guesswork

Example:
 ABC stock is selling at $20.00
 Next year’s earnings are estimated to grow at 10%
 Take that earnings interpolated figure (say $2.25 per share) and estimate
a multiple we are willing to assign the company (say 12)…

M x E = P 12 x 2.25 = $27.00 (guestimated future price)
Would it be helpful to “guestimate” that ABC stock may be
moving from $20 to $27?

What is a Company Worth?
If a company has a “Multiple” of 25, then it is being valued at 25 times
what it actually earns! Does that sound right?
Companies are routinely valued on Wall Street for many times what they actually earn,
even when they earn billions. The art of valuing stocks is based as much on the cultural
norms of Wall Street, as it is on the actual numbers.
It is perception and a lot of educated guesswork that goes into reporting whether a
company is undervalued or overvalued. Actually, it does not always even matter if the
numbers back up perceived perception. Remember the dot.com bubble? New startup
tech companies were being valued at many billions of dollars before they actually ever
earned a penny. Does it sound correct that companies are routinely valued at many
times what the numbers say they are worth? It is a good question, but it is also the
culture on Wall Street; that’s how the game is played.
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So what does a multiple mean in practical terms?
By itself it means very little … but if compared to a benchmark average
it makes more sense.
The “S&P 500” is a collection of 500 stocks that “Standard & Poor’s” represents as a
good cross section of the stocks in the entire market.
Looking at this index of 500 stocks and taking an average
of their individual “multiples” denotes a typical multiple
that Wall Street agrees reflects a benchmark standard.
If you know the normal or standard multiple, you can
compare a company’s individual multiple to the norm
to get an idea of its relative strength. If the S&P average
multiple is “12”, then a company with a multiple of “22”
is well above the norm and valued higher than the average.
•
•
•

The S&P 500 is Wall Street’s benchmark
We are starting see all the pieces of the puzzle
More on this comparison shortly …

Growth is King
Wall Street Rewards Accelerating Growth
The valuation of a stock also takes into account the growth rate and the growth
potential of a stock. Wall Street rewards accelerating growth. A company with faster
growth than its competitors will always be awarded a higher multiple. Growth is 90% of
a firm’s value to investors, other factors pale in comparison.
Companies that can produce accelerating growth from year to year can see their stock
price soar. Wall Street will pay a premium for fast growth firms and assigns a discount
to slower growth companies. Growth rates that increase each year get big Mutual
Funds very excited and they buy, buy, buy.
Years ago Starbucks was a new company with 3 stores in the Seattle area. The stores
were a new concept and doing well. They then tried a brilliant, novel idea. They placed
a new store directly across the street from an existing Starbucks, it too was successful.
The company learned very quickly they could place a Starbucks on every corner in every
city in the U.S. and it would do well. SBUX then proceeded to open new stores at a
blistering pace. When Wall Street noticed the growth potential, the stock skyrocketed
in price for years.
•
•
•
•

Wall Street loves growth
The Company with the fastest growth wins
Firms that can produce accelerating growth rates earn higher “Multiples”
Wall Street will pay a premium for high growth and assigns a discount
to slow growth
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Stock Prices Go Up and Stock Prices Go Down
Stock prices go up and stock prices go down. Industries go in and out of favor as
different economic and news media forces push them around. Trying to make sense of
it all is something akin to predicting the weather. Trying to research all the stocks
available can be an overwhelming and often a fruitless endeavor, as stocks seem to
move on rumor and the wind. Following successfully this interchange of money that
moves stock prices can be a time consuming job. As you will see later, you need to let
other folks do a large majority of this work of tracking where the money is shifting.
Trading successfully becomes fun when you have ready access to this information
without having spent the time consuming effort to gather it yourself.

The Wall Street Environment
As you can see, the Wall Street environment is not just an analytical numbers game; it
has a culture all its own that makes investing interesting, to say the least. This culture
has been molded by years of tradition mixed with today’s internet trading atmosphere.
The large money funds rule the market and their buying and selling moves stock prices.
Our job is to follow the money and invest in stocks that the large funds are
accumulating. We are looking to stay with a trade until it has earned a 3%-4% gain and
then protect this profit. It will of course not be this organized and simple, it will be a
combination of trades that earn 1.2% and 3.4% and 0.5% and 12.4% that will average
out to quite remarkable returns. The actual mechanics of how to do this and the
approach needed to achieve this goal will unfold as we continue to build the foundation
needed to understand the market.
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Steps required to learning this successful
investing skill-set…
1. Reading the book is the first step in your investing education… $199.00
2. Become a member of the OptionsWest Trading Service… $69/month
3. Take the full live on-line webinar course…$2,990.00
(course includes “Not Rocket Science” book)

New Book … “Not Rocket Science” is now
available.

This book is a complete education on how to run a
successful simple stock trading account. $199.00
There is a skill-set required for successful stock investing which must be mastered
before putting hard earned money into the stock market! Novice investors unfamiliar
with this skill-set are not going to be consistently profitable at stock trading. Achieving
consistent market returns without trade-desk expertise is very unlikely. The key to
growing a successful account is learning to create profitable trades with consistency.
No sophisticated option spread trades are needed to see outstanding percentage
annual gains; we keep it simple with basic stock trades. Learning to successfully invest
in the stock market is a teachable skill. Acquiring the trade-desk skills necessary to
profitably trade the market is a remarkably rewarding and achievable goal. This book
will also allow you to determine if trading stocks is a hobby you are ready to enjoy.

This new book is a companion to our live on-line webinar stock trading
course.

Order the book today and begin your journey…
“Not Rocket Science” …call 949.690.9000.
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New Software version … “Trade Tracker” is now available.

Trade Tracker is a Visual Basic/Excel software tool that allows investors to fully
manage and track a stock trading account. The software is designed to help in
making entry point decisions while building and implementing trades, as well as,
helping to follow a trade through to completion. Trade Tracker assists in the
decision process of setting “stop levels” and determining exit points. It is also
great for keeping track of archived trades, account history, and over-all account
totals and percentage data, making it a perfect stock account administrative
command center.

This software is a simple but powerful trading tool.
We have been using Trade Tracker for years now and cannot imagine how we got
along without it. Even though it is simple and easy to use, it presents the details
and over-all account data clearly, giving us a total picture or our account. It is
designed to run and manage an account with the successful approach we teach in
our on-line classes and follows the same strategy we employ as an example in our
sample trading account, the BlueSky account. Access to the daily details of the
BlueSky account is available through membership in our OptionsWest monthly
trading service.

This software is a companion to our live on-line webinar stock
trading course.
Trade Tracker software on our website is …. $100.00

Call to order … we can email the software today!
949.690.9000
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OptionsWest Trading Service
Welcome to our Trading Service. Following the details of the
trades we make in our two investment accounts is a great
avenue for learning how to consistently trade successfully.

The OptionsWest Trading Service manages two trading accounts as examples for our
clients. The BlueSky Account and the EquiFund Covered Call Account. Each trade and
position move in both accounts is shared via timely email alerts and a daily email report
called the Daily Rocket. The member’s area also maintains a daily record of both accounts
and also presents a variety of stock selection reports and tools. All the email alerts, stock
reports and tools are available as part of the monthly subscription. The information is
available 24/7 in the member’s area with your login and password.

The Learning Center button on the member’s page takes you to
our instruction center. This area shares a helpful set of
explanations and descriptions for many of the OptionsWest tools
and reports available in the member’s area.

Our research approach does most of the work for you!
For successful stock trading we examine weekly about 600 key stocks in all 53 industry
sectors that we follow. This gives us a good feel for which sectors the big money funds are
focusing their attention.. From this examination we develop a working list of stocks that we are
interested in trading right now. We also develop a list of current stocks that are forming a
Volatility Squeeze chart pattern. We then take these reports and work through the details of
news, ratings and key fundamentals on the stocks that we think rise to the top of the list. The
stocks that make the ‘A’ list are the positions we are actively looking to trade. This ‘A’ list is
available for our members as well.
You will receive a copy of the Daily Rocket Report each day in your email inbox, detailing all
the trades and management moves we make in both our trading accounts. When we produce
a new ‘A” List of stocks we email the ‘A’ List update as well.
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The OptionsWest Trading Service includes the Daily Rocket, an email
report sent each market trading day recapping the status and
management moves made in the EquiFund and the Blue Sky account. It
also includes comments on the market environment and the status of
individual trading positions. This report as well as all the reports and
tools available in the member’s area of the website are the same reports
we use to select and manage our own trading accounts. This approach
has been a great learning tool for our clients.

The ‘A’ List Report is a short list of the top 5-10 stocks we have chosen
as trades we are interested in buying right now. We feel these stocks
are currently vehicles for successful trades and we are actively looking
for good entry points.

The OptionsWest Trading Service is a monthly subscription membership
that allows members to follow along with every trade and management
move we make in the BlueSky Account and the EquiFund account. It also
includes daily email alerts on every trade and move we make and gives
members access to an array of reports and information in our member’s
website. We trade both these distinct example investment accounts, each
utilizing a specific trading strategy as examples for our clients. Along with
our core BlueSky stock trading account, we also manage the EquiFund
covered calls sample account. Each trade and position move in both these
accounts is shared via timely email alerts, daily email reports, and access
to the member’s area of the website. A daily log of both accounts is also
available 24/7 on the member’s area of the website with your login and
password. The OptionsWest Trading Service is free for the first 30 days
and $69.00 per month thereafter.

The standard price for this service is $100.00 per month with a discount
available for those who keep a current credit card on file ($69.00). The first
month is considered a FREE trial and you may of course cancel at
anytime.
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OptionsWest.com
New Book … “Not Rocket Science” is now available.

This book is a complete education on how to run a
successful simple stock trading account. $199.00
There is a skill-set required for successful stock investing which must be mastered before
putting hard earned money into the stock market! Novice investors unfamiliar with this
skill-set are not going to be consistently profitable at stock trading. Achieving consistent
market returns without trade-desk expertise is very unlikely. The key to growing a
successful account is learning to create profitable trades with consistency. No
sophisticated option spread trades are needed to see outstanding percentage annual
gains; we keep it simple with basic stock trades. Learning to successfully invest in the
stock market is a teachable skill. Acquiring the trade-desk skills necessary to profitably
trade the market is a remarkably rewarding and achievable goal. This book will also allow
you to determine if trading stocks is a hobby you are ready to enjoy.

This new book is a companion to our new live on-line webinar stock
trading course.
Steps required to learning this successful investing skill-set…
1. Reading this book is the first step in your investing education… $199.00
2. Become a member of the OptionsWest Trading Service… $69/month
3. Take the full live on-line webinar course…$2,990.00 (includes “Not Rocket Science” book)

Order the book today and begin your journey…
“Not Rocket Science” …call 949.690.9000.
More details found on our website … OptionsWest.com
Clear Eyes, Full Heart, Blue Sky
Mark Strickland
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